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Please Note:
These prices are a guide and may
vary from time to time depending
on exchange rates etc.

Budget Blade for beginners who
aren’t so careful
Price: $350.00
High Performance Premium Blade.
Ultra light weight and super tough
paddle for elite, professional
paddlers.
Available in a wide range of sizes to
ensure perfect suitability and power
output.
Suitable for SPIRIT CTR and Racing
Ski.
• Racing
• White Water
• Surfing
• Competition

Features:
-Carbon Fibre Injection Moulded
wing paddle
-Shaft 25% Carbon
-Blade construction carbon/
nylon/polypropylene
-Weight 860grams
-Sizes
200/205/208/210/212/214/2
16/218/220
-72degree off set
Split Shaft Available
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APOLLO XI
Fixed Length/Angle			

Price: $390.00

Carbon Fibre Paddles that are really light and very efficient and
smooth through the water.
Round shaft of composite material and available in fixed length
of 210cm 30 degree offset os adjustable 210 to 220 cm and adjustable offset.
This is a great paddle which offers best return on effort, making
it ideal for short quick workouts and racing through cruising and
marathon competitions.
Sizes:
195 cm
200 cm
205 cm
210 cm
215 cm
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5’0” thru 5’4”
5’5” thru 5’6”
5’7” thru 5’10”
5’11” thru 6’1”
6”2” and over

The APOLLO XI blade is 500 mm in length, 160 mm at it widest
point and the scoop is 30 mm deep at the deepest point in the
blade.
The paddle weighs just 650 grams. And all fixed blade paddles
have a 60 degree off set

APOLLO XI
Adjustable Angle/Length		

Price: $445.00

Carbon Fibre Paddles that are really light and very efficient and
smooth through the water.
Adjustable 206-216cms with ovaql shaft.

Paddle Cover		

$25 GST inc.

Soft Cloth paddle cover with carry handle and buckle tie in
rope. Great to protect your paddle and keep it dry as you store
it away.
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THINK POWER WING								Price:

$450.00

The PowerWing has gone through extensive prototyping and testing, with the end result offering a
true performance breakthrough.
It’s the perfect marriage of a high performance blade AND a revolutionary shaft.
The PowerWing blade provides a smooth but solid catch.
They are stable all the way through the stroke, and clean on the exit.
The medium/small blade size is perfect for ski racing or fitness paddling.
The blades are then mated to our unique small diameter shaft (25.4 mm), and then finished with
the PowerGrip grip tape.
The PowerGrip itself offers the right amount of grip vs.slip, and requires significantly less effort to
control the paddle. The end result is less fatigue in your fingers and forearms, offering a real world
advantage.
By beginning with the smaller diameter shaft, it allows us to add the PowerGrip, while keeping the
overall diameter ideal for comfort and performance.
The shaft is a two-piece adjustable, 206 - 216 cm.
Our locking mechanism is a simple stainless clamp that does not slip, creep, seize, or bind. Sometimes simple is best.
The result is a two-piece paddle you can trust to perform long term.
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STELLAR CARBON WING			
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Price: $450 - $650

The Mid-Size Wing Paddle provides strong connection through the drive and a clean
release.
The Airfoil crossection of our wing provides hyrdodymanic lift during a high angle
stroke.
Comfortable Oval Shaft fits your hand well and is stiff for maximum power application.
Specifications:		
Blade Length 20 in (51.5 cm) Blade Width 6.5 in (16.5 cm) Blade Area 117 in2 (755
cm2)
The Small-Size Wing Paddle provides strong connection through the drive and a clean
release.
The Airfoil crossection of our wing provides hyrdodymanic lift during a high angle
stroke.
Comfortable Oval Shaft fits your hand well and is stiff for maximum power application.
Specifications:
Blade Length
cm2)

19.6 in (50 cm) Blade Width 6.3 in (16 cm) Blade Area 113 in2 (730

Features:
Airfoil Crossection
Easy Adjusting Cam-Collar
Ovalized Shaft Stiff cored blades
Adjustable Cam-Collar
Length and Angle adjustable
Light Weight
Grade		Ultralight		Hybrid Value		Value
Weight		
27 oz / 780g		
30oz / 860g		
330z / 950g
Construction Descriptions:
Carbon Wing
Utlra stiff cored Carbon blade and smooth finished oval woven carbon shaft.
Epoxy construction in heated press molds creates a durable finished on the blade.
Blue Wing
Stiff cored colored fiberglass blade available in Blue or Red and smooth finished oval
carbon shaft.
Epoxy construction in heated press molds creates a durable finished on the blade.
Red Wing
Durable dyed colored fiberglass blade available in Blue or Red with a black oval fiberglass shaft.
Epoxy construction in heated press molds creates a durable finished on the blade.
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BRACSA PADDLES:
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High quality full carbon paddles from European manufacturers - Prices range from $550 to $750

